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Projections and reports about exascale failure modes conclude that we need to protect numerical simula-
tions and data analytics from an increasing risk of hardware and software failures and silent data corruptions
(SDC) [1, 4]. At this scale, hardware and software failures could be as frequent as ten or more per day. Ac-
cording to [9], the semiconductor industry will have increased difficulty presenting software with an efficient
dependable hardware layer when feature size will become lower than 10 nm (11 nm is projected in 2015-
2017 according to Intel and NVIDIA). For workflows of computation and data analytics at extreme scale,
the challenge is to produce correct results in the presence of potentially unreliable hardware and software.

After many workshops and reports on exascale resilience [2, 3, 5, 6, 10], the need for resilience of paral-
lel computations at extreme scale (big compute) is widely accepted. Roadmaps give priority to improving
checkpoint restart, developing new programming models and runtimes for resilience, developing resilient
algorithms and focusing on detection to limit SDC as much as possible. These roadmaps were primarily
concerned with ensuring that large-scale simulations complete and produce correct results. In other contexts
such as clouds and grids (big data), many research results concern resilience of workflows, including com-
putation, data storage, and data analytics. However, we are not aware of such roadmaps or research efforts
specifically concerning resilience of workflows of simulation and data analytics (big compute + big data) in
the context of scientific applications on extreme-scale platforms such as the future exascale systems.

Big compute and big data scientific workflows on extreme-scale platforms have characteristics that dis-
tinguish them from other common types of parallel/distributed applications like single-component scientific
simulations, coupled numerical simulations, and workflows running on grids and clouds. Essentially, both
the characteristics of the workflows and the nature of the platforms are different.

Big compute and big data scientific workflows connect producer and consumer parallel components in
complex data flow graphs. Extreme-scale platforms will run these workflows using high-performance com-
munication (including in-memory communication) between computational and data analytics components.
Figure 1 shows an example workflow coupling a cosmology simulation with a small subset of associated
data analytics. The ovals represent analysis and visualization programs that convert data to other forms
(shown in squares). For example, the simulation code, HACC [7] produces raw particles that can be viewed
directly with ParaView, a production visualization tool. Or, particles can be converted to a mesh tessellation
through the tess [8] parallel library, which can be visualized or further resampled onto a regular grid with
the dense parallel tool. Other serial utilities can operate offline on the tessellation and density fields.

These workflows are much less regular than standalone scientific simulations: components may use
different computing and communication models; communication occurs at multiple levels (within compo-
nents and between components); orchestrators organize the execution of the workflow, and data flow may
be scheduled to increase performance.
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Figure 1: A workflow coupling a cosmology simulation with its associated data flow for the conversion of particle
data to unstructured and regular grid analysis products. The ovals represent programs, some parallel and others serial,
both tightly and loosely coupled. Raw and derived data products are denoted by squares.

Big compute and big data scientific workflows also differ from coupled simulations (for example mul-
tiphysics codes) because (i) workflows are fundamentally based on the producer consumer unidirectional
communication model while coupled simulations involve bidirectional communications leading to more
complex bidirectional dependencies (ii) communications between components take the form of data streams
produced by the scientific simulation, and multiple stages transform the data in streams; in coupled simula-
tions, communications occur typically in bursts followed by quieter periods (iii) components are of different
nature: numerical simulations, data transformation, visualizations; (iv) ultimately at the end of a big compute
and big data scientific workflows data is represented in compact ways that promote scientific understanding.

Other differences exist compared to workflows run on grid/cloud platforms. These platforms are typi-
cally loosely coupled, and data is stored to disk after each transformation, avoiding direct communication
between components for performance and reliability reasons. Extreme-scale platforms are less heteroge-
neous; resources are supposed to be more reliable at a comparable scale; there are fewer security concerns
(data are accessed within a single administration domain); there is less orchestration concern because re-
sources are easier to reserve and allocate, and communication performance is orders of magnitude superior.
In grid and cloud platforms, workflows execute over thousands of cores, while at extreme scale, we expect
to execute workflows over millions of cores.

These differences along with the lack of research result concerning SDC effects on analysis products
imply that there is a need to design new fault tolerance solutions for big compute and big data analytics
workflows on extreme scale systems. Four main problems need to be addressed:
1) Understand the effects of SDC on the workflow results. We expect the probability of SDC to be higher
at extreme-scale than it is in current platforms. While several results have been published concerning the
impact of SDC in simulation applications, to our knowledge, there is no published research concerning SDC
in workflows. Depending on the data product, the combination of resolution and location in the workflow
may make some data products more sensitive to errors than others. For example, referring back to Figure
1, the raw particles and tessellation are high-resolution data, not visual or statistical summaries, and several
hops separate them from sinks in the workflow. Does SDCs in these data affect more the end result than
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SDC in data closer to the end of the workflow?. Do we observe like in simulation applications locations in
the workflow where SDC have no effect (absorption effect) or in the contrary propagate and lead to detected
failures (amplification effect)? Clearly, designing SDC mitigation techniques for such complex workflows
requires first to understand their effects.
2) Establish clear response modes with respect to failure modes, including SDC. Depending on the failure
type (including SDC) and on where it happens in the workflow, the user may have different expectations in
terms of observed system behavior and result quality. For example, if the workflow produces an animation,
it may be acceptable to drop several video frames because of a transient failure in a data transformation
component; the large amount of compression and interframe coherence in movies may entirely hide the
missing data.
3) Design workflow component coupling methods that respond to user needs: How to couple heterogeneous
workflow components in an efficient way to maximize performance while at the same time providing failure
containment that would avoid restarting the whole workflow for each transient failures within a workflow
component. This problem is complex because on one hand performance can be gained by tighter coupling
while at the same time resilience is improved by looser coupling.
4) Considering the three previous aspects, a difficult problem is to architect the right fault tolerance ap-
proach for each component, given a workflow, the fault model as well as the arsenal of available tech-
niques for fault tolerance: checkpointing, replication, message logging, transactions, resilient algorithms,
and their optimizations. This involves performing performance and energy measurements, developing per-
formance/reliability/energy models, investigating optimization methods and designing software to help a
user find the best combinations of techniques for his workflow.
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